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How would you define your 
organization’s platform strategy?

In our recent whitepaper, “All Change? Crossing the Tracks to Bankings Magical  
New Age”, 2019 data from financial institutions globally, answered the question, 

“How likely are you to adopt platformification?”1

Achieve business success faster
As the industry gains more contributors to 
this ecosystem of thought leaders, financial 
institutions will have deeper opportunities for 
access to rich data insights, smarter apps, 
and radical solutions.

Explore the new data sources and 
collaboration options that empower 
you to take control of your destiny in 
a new open banking future.

The appetite for collaboration and transformation is increasing  
at a rapid pace. More and more financial institutions are realizing  

the benefits of an open innovation platform.    

1 Banking on the Platform Economy, IBM Institute for Business Value, September 2019

2 North America: Finastra Universe, New York March 2020

3 Europe: Finastra Universe, Paris and Frankfurt February 2020
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What does a platform strategy look  
like for financial institutions?
Financial institutions are increasingly taking steps to transform 
and implement platform as their new reality to be successful 
and stay relevant. Creating more personalized and modern 
customer experiences is the only way to be connected to today’s 
digital lifestyles. 
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Six months later we asked the same question at our annual conference series, 
Finastra Universe. The number of those already using or considering a platform doubled!  

And financial institution adoption continues to grow. It’s time to get on board now!

FusionFabric.cloud is a scalable, open and collaborative 
development platform built by Finastra. The secure and 
proven cloud platform encourages innovation, opening 
up the company’s core systems through APIs so that third 
parties can develop applications on top. 

Fintechs can quickly build and promote apps worldwide. 
Financial institutions can access or create new services, 
which their customers are demanding, faster. 

Visit fusionfabric.cloud
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